1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Spectroscopic techniques provide a wealth of qualitative and quantitative information on the chemical and physical--chemical properties of molecular systems in a variety of environments. Among different spectroscopic methods, rotational spectroscopy, given its intrinsic high resolution and high sensitivity, is one of the most powerful tools for investigating the structure and dynamics of molecules and supramolecular systems in the gas phase.^[@ref1]−[@ref10]^ As a matter of fact, rotational spectra contain a wealth of accurate information on structural, molecular, and spectroscopic parameters hardly or even not accessible from other experimental techniques. In particular, it is possible to retrieve rotational constants with an extremely high accuracy, which is then mirrored in the accuracy of the derived molecular geometries, to which they are directly related.^[@ref2]−[@ref5]^ However, the task of extracting these data, which starts with inverting the spectral observables, i.e., with the assignment of lines to an effective Hamiltonian, is challenging, time-consuming, and prone to errors.

The analysis of rotational spectra is strongly sped up by the use of suitable computer programs that assist in all phases of the procedure: from the assignment of the observed transitions to a set of rotational quantum numbers to their fitting within a given model Hamiltonian. To this purpose, a number of programs for the assignment of rotational spectra has been proposed over the years (see, e.g., ref ([@ref11])), and the subject is still of great interest to the spectroscopic community.^[@ref12]−[@ref14]^ Remarkable examples of powerful and general-purpose rotational spectroscopy softwares are the AUTOFIT program,^[@ref15]^ which allows an almost automatic assignment of broadband microwave (MW) spectra featuring complex molecular systems and/or conformational mixtures,^[@ref16],[@ref17]^ together with PGOPHER^[@ref12],[@ref18]^ and the widely used AABS^[@ref19]^ and JB95^[@ref20]^ packages for the analysis and fitting of rotational spectra. However, when challenging cases, e.g., showing high density of lines in the spectra, are to be dealt with, a significant step forward would be represented by the availability of computer programs that combine efficient assignment tools with accurate quantum-chemical predictions of the spectroscopic parameters of interest. In fact, when large molecules or molecular complexes with different conformers and several low-lying vibrational states are to be investigated or when new chemical species that can be even unstable, like ions and radicals, are sought, then quantum-chemical calculations provide an invaluable tool to guide experiments as well as to assist the spectral analy-sis.^[@ref8],[@ref13]−[@ref15],[@ref21]−[@ref26]^ Nowadays, quantum-chemical calculations, ranging from density functional theory (DFT) or second-order Møller--Plesset perturbation theory (MP2)^[@ref27]^ to the most refined composite schemes based on the coupled-cluster ansatz, also accounting for basis-set effects,^[@ref28]−[@ref34]^ play a fundamental role in modern approaches to rotational spectroscopy (see, e.g., refs ([@ref2], [@ref21], and [@ref35]−[@ref39]).).

In this work, we present the newborn rotational-spectroscopy module of the Virtual Multifrequency Spectrometer (VMS), VMS-ROT. Given the general philosophy of VMS and the leading role played by quantum-chemical calculations in modern rotational spectroscopy, unlike other software supporting the analysis of microwave (MW) spectra, VMS-ROT has been designed to be intimately related to theoretical calculations. Indeed, quantum-chemical predictions are incorporated as essential tools into the software and are used as starting points for guiding experiments and spectral interpretations. VMS is furthermore a software providing user-friendly access to the latest developments of computational spectroscopy^[@ref40],[@ref41]^ and takes the Gaussian package^[@ref42]^ as the reference source for spectroscopic data. As shown in the following, according to user's expertise in performing theoretical predictions, the program allows calculations of any kind: from standard geometry optimization and one-step frequency calculations up to highly accurate composite schemes also including anharmonicity effects.

In VMS, the computation of vibrational (infrared, Raman, vibrational circular dichroism) and electronic (one-photon absorption and emission and their chiral counterparts) spectra is already implemented and well tested.^[@ref41]^ Electron spin resonance (EPR) spectroscopy has also been incorporated through the development of an effective interface between VMS and the E-SpiRes code.^[@ref43]^ Very recently, VMS has been extended to deal with solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and simulate 1D and 2D NMR spectra.^[@ref44]^ Furthermore, it has also been equipped with the Molecular Structure Refinement (MSR) code for the accurate determination of molecular structures by means of the semiexperimental approach.^[@ref45],[@ref46]^ In addition to the computational module (VMS-Comp), which provides the support for the wide range of spectroscopies mentioned above, it also features VMS-Draw.^[@ref4]^ This is a multiplatform graphical user interface (GUI), which offers to the user a powerful integrated environment for visualizing in real-time experimental and synthetic spectra, that performs their assignments and analyzes the results arising from the refinement of spectroscopic constants. VMS-Draw is therefore designed to support in a simple and intuitive way the analysis of computational simulations and the comparison of the results with experimental outcomes.

The sketch of the VMS-ROT program structure given in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows that it relies on four interconnected engines. The first one is the *computational engine*, which allows spectroscopic parameters to be computed from first principles in order to use them for the simulations of a synthetic spectrum from which the analysis of the experimental one can be started. It is worth noticing that the high accuracy reached in the last years for computational strategies makes them invaluable aids for guiding experiments and assisting in their interpretation. The next tools within VMS-ROT are the *fitting and prediction engines*, which are in the form of Pickett's SPFIT/SPCAT programs.^[@ref47]^ These have been chosen because they are widely used by the spectroscopic community (e.g., see refs ([@ref13], [@ref23]−[@ref25], and [@ref48]−[@ref53])), and they can be considered a kind of standard, as demonstrated by the fact that spectroscopic databases, such as the Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy (CDMS)^[@ref54]^ and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)^[@ref55]^ database, store data in the SPCAT format. The third module of VMS-ROT is a powerful and easy-to-use GUI, from which SPFIT and SPCAT input files can be intuitively prepared (e.g., with spectroscopic parameters computed from first-principles). Pickett's programs can also be run by a simple mouse-click, and their results are displayed and analyzed by a number of dedicated features. Finally, the GUI also gives access to the assignment tool that, as illustrated in the next section, can be used to assign a rotational spectrum recorded experimentally by comparing it with the simulated counterpart. The *assignment tool* incorporates all the manipulation features already present in VMS-Draw for assisting the spectral comparison, but it has been further equipped with a number of new additional and properly tailored tools. In practice, VMS-ROT aims at providing a one-pot solution for the analysis of rotational spectra, from the spectral assignment to the refinement of molecular parameters and spectral simulation, by working at the interface between experimental and computational rotational spectroscopy.

![Block diagram showing the main components of VMS-ROT: (i) the computational engine allows the computation of the relevant spectroscopic parameters. (ii) Pickett's SPFIT and SPCAT programs are interfaced to the main program and work as fitting and prediction engines, respectively. (iii) The preprocessing tool of the VMS-ROT GUI provides an interface for the automatic creation of the input file for SPFIT/SPCAT starting from quantum-chemical calculations. (iv) The assignment tool allows loading simulated and experimental spectra for the assignment of the different transitions.](ct-2017-00533c_0001){#fig1}

The paper is organized as follows: [Section [2](#sec2){ref-type="other"}](#sec2){ref-type="other"} provides a detailed description of the implementation of VMS-ROT and of its main features. [Section [3](#sec3){ref-type="other"}](#sec3){ref-type="other"} presents selected test cases, which aim at validating the program and demonstrating its user-friendliness and applicability to spectra recorded with different experimental setups and techniques. This also allows us to point out the flexibility of VMS-ROT for what concerns the level of quantum-chemical calculations carried out to provide suitable guesses of the relevant spectroscopic data. Finally, conclusions and further developments are addressed in [Section [4](#sec4){ref-type="other"}](#sec4){ref-type="other"}.

2. Rotational-Spectroscopy Module of VMS: Implementation and Technical Aspects {#sec2}
==============================================================================

As briefly mentioned in the [Introduction](#sec1){ref-type="other"}, VMS-ROT offers an integrated suite of tools for assisting the interpretation and understanding of rotational spectra: from the assignment of the spectral transitions and the refinement of spectroscopic constants to the prediction and simulation of the spectrum.

As is well known, the full assignment of a rotational spectrum requires finding the set of spectroscopic parameters of the most appropriate effective Hamiltonian able to completely describe the spectrum itself. From an operative point of view, this involves computing transition frequencies and intensities from a set of parameters, comparing them with their experimental counterparts to search for recognizable patterns, and making an initial assignment in terms of quantum numbers. Subsequently, the parameters are refined through a nonlinear least-squares fitting procedure to reproduce the assigned transitions. Next, the spectrum is recalculated, and the procedure proceeds iteratively until a close match between the experimental and the computed spectra is reached. In this assignment process, the selection of accurate initial guesses for the spectroscopic parameters, and above all, for the ground-state rotational constants, is one of the most critical steps in order to perform the first assignment and start the iterative analysis procedure. As anticipated in the [Introduction](#sec1){ref-type="other"}, VMS-ROT is interfaced to quantum-chemical calculations for what concerns the determination of the initial guess of the spectroscopic parameters. For this purpose, the Gaussian package^[@ref42]^ is the reference source of the spectroscopic parameters, with the input for the SPFIT/SPCAT programs directly obtained from the quantum-chemical computations. However, a number of additional features, including a manual input, are present, and the extension to other quantum-chemical packages, like, e.g., CFOUR,^[@ref56]^ is planned for the next releases of VMS-ROT. In particular, the use of quantum-chemical calculations is extremely flexible, with the following options available:

I. Geometry Optimization {#sec2.1}
------------------------

Rotational constants corresponding to an optimized molecular structure are automatically extracted from Gaussian output and employed as starting guesses. It should be recalled that these constants actually refer to the equilibrium structure and not to the vibrational ground state, and hence, they may yield unreliable predictions. On the other hand, thanks to error compensation, certain computational models have been demonstrated to provide satisfactory estimates (e.g., see refs ([@ref57] and [@ref58]).).

ii. Anharmonic Calculations {#sec2.2}
---------------------------

At this stage, cubic and semidiagonal quartic force constants are computed, which are then used for calculating vibrational corrections to rotational constants (thus allowing the derivation of the vibrational ground- and excited-state rotational constants) and centrifugal-distortion parameters.^[@ref59],[@ref60]^ The computed quartic and sextic centrifugal distortion constants are taken as initial values for the vibrational ground state. An advanced feature of VMS-ROT allows rotational constants to be factored into the corresponding equilibrium values and vibrational corrections. At the occurrence (e.g., when using composite schemes, see below), they may be modified independently.

iii. Composite Schemes {#sec2.3}
----------------------

Accurate predictions of equilibrium geometries, and therefore of the corresponding equilibrium rotational constants, can be effectively obtained by composite schemes.^[@ref2],[@ref8],[@ref31],[@ref37],[@ref61]^ These schemes take the coupled-cluster (CC) theory in the CC singles and doubles^[@ref62]^ augmented by a perturbative treatment of triples (CCSD(T)) formulation^[@ref63]^ as a starting point and on top of it account for various missing contributions (e.g., finite basis set effects, core--valence correlation, \...), which are calculated at the highest possible level according to the size of the target system. Then, equilibrium rotational constants are corrected for vibrational contributions evaluated at a lower level of theory (e.g., DFT with hybrid or double-hybrid functionals).^[@ref21],[@ref33],[@ref39]^ This approach has been profitably applied to a wide variety of molecules,^[@ref21],[@ref35]−[@ref37],[@ref64]^ and very recently, its efficacy has been demonstrated for molecular complexes as well.^[@ref39],[@ref64]^ VMS-ROT offers the possibility to exploit such an approach to obtain very accurate estimates of rotational constants. In fact, it is possible to start from an anharmonic calculation carried out at the DFT level, which provides vibrational contributions and then load an equilibrium molecular structure (stored, for example, in a conventional xyz format) determined through a composite scheme. The rotational constants corresponding to this structure are automatically derived and vibrationally corrected according to the anharmonic calculation performed.

iv. Hyperfine Spectroscopic Parameters {#sec2.4}
--------------------------------------

When hyperfine interactions are present, the corresponding parameters, like nuclear quadrupole coupling constants and spin-rotation constants, are computed, automatically extracted from the Gaussian output file, and then employed as input data for the prediction of the hyperfine components.

For predicting transition intensities, dipole moments and rotational partition functions are required. The latter are calculated by the following equation:^[@ref65]^where σ~*r*~ is the rotational symmetry number, *T* the absolute temperature, and Θ~α~ the characteristic rotational temperature along the principal inertial axis α (=*a*, *b*, *c*), which is given bywith *I*~α~ denoting the principal moment of inertia about the corresponding axis. The characteristic rotational temperature is taken from the Gaussian output file; the user is asked to provide the temperature of interest, and then the rotational partition function is recalculated. In analogy to the spectroscopic parameters, the initial guesses for the components of the dipole moment along the principal inertia axes are taken from quantum-chemical calculations. In this respect, it is worth noticing that when anharmonic calculations are performed, vibrationally averaged dipole moments are computed and used by VMS-ROT. Conversely, if the vibrationally averaged property is not available, VMS-ROT employs the equilibrium dipole moment components.

To assist the user in performing the quantum-chemical calculation of the relevant spectroscopic data, VMS-ROT is equipped with a build-in tool for automatically generating the required Gaussian input files starting from a molecular structure. Furthermore, in addition to the automatized approaches described above, there is also the possibility of removing or adding spectroscopic parameters, for example, the higher-order ro-vibrational interaction constants, as well as adjusting manually their values.

Concerning the fitting and prediction steps, VMS-ROT uses, respectively, the SPFIT and SPCAT programs developed by Pickett^[@ref47]^ and collected in the CALPGM suite of programs. Pickett's programs are very popular within the spectroscopic community, to the extent that they can be considered the *de facto* standard for rotational and ro-vibrational analysis (e.g., refs^[@ref13],\ [@ref23]−[@ref25],\ and\ [@ref48]−[@ref53]^.). However, it should be pointed out that sometimes the nonstraightforward encoding of the spectroscopic parameters may prevent their immediate use. For this reason, a graphical interface to the CALPGM suite of programs has been proposed some years ago with the aim of providing users with the symbols commonly employed for spectroscopic parameters.^[@ref66]^ This idea has been further developed in VMS-ROT, thus providing an intuitive and user-friendly graphical user interface for SPFIT and SPCAT. This GUI allows creating the required input files for the two programs, running them, and analyzing their output at the end of the execution. In particular, once quantum-chemical calculations have been carried out, all the relevant spectroscopic parameters are loaded into dedicated forms of the GUI, and these data are then employed to generate the input files for SPFIT and SPCAT. The dialogue box for editing SPFIT and SPCAT inputs is shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, where spectroscopic data have been directly loaded from a Gaussian output file and from which advanced features can be accessed, such as the separate treatment of equilibrium rotational constants and vibrational corrections or the possibility of getting the rotational constants corresponding to a molecular structure.

![VMS-ROT interface for editing SPCAT and SPFIT input files. The interface is subdivided into three sections. The first one contains the main spectroscopic parameters: rotational constants (partitioned in equilibrium values and vibrational corrections), quartic and sextic centrifugal distortion constants (available in two separate and clickable tabs), and dipole moment components, with all fields editable. The second section allows the user to control coupling parameters, such as nuclear quadrupole coupling constants and spin-rotation interaction constants. The third one allows the user to edit all the remaining input parameters for SPCAT/SPFIT software.](ct-2017-00533c_0002){#fig2}

After all the required data have been provided, the SPFIT/SPCAT program is executed, as a hidden process, by means of a simple mouse-click. The output detailing the progress of the computation is displayed into a dedicated output textbox, thus allowing the user to check the correct execution. At the end of the calculation, the output files are automatically loaded in VMS-ROT: in the case of parameters refinement, the new values are displayed, whereas in the case of spectra prediction, the synthetic spectrum is shown in the plot area.

A number of tools are available for fast and efficient analyses of the fitting process: (i) At each iteration, the trend of the root-mean-square deviation of the fit is displayed in a dedicated plot. (ii) The correlation matrix among the spectroscopic parameters is graphically visualized by means of a gray scale plot, where color saturation provides an intuitive indication of the absolute value. The correlation matrix is certainly an important figure of merit in analyzing results, thus allowing one to quantify strong correlations between parameters that can lead to an ill-conditioned optimization problem. (iii) A panel is devoted to the analysis of the residuals between observed and calculated transition frequencies, thus allowing the user to pick up, at run-time, those that deviate more than a specified threshold. This feature is clearly useful in order to quickly detect wrongly assigned lines.

Once loaded in the plot area, the simulated spectrum can be edited by the user; for example, the stick spectrum can be convoluted with a suitable line shape function. Furthermore, in addition to the spectrum in absorbance and transmittance units, it is possible to obtain its first and second derivatives, the latter option being useful when it has to be compared with an experimental counterpart recorded by means of second-harmonic detection (i.e., by using the frequency modulation technique with the Lock-in amplifier tuned at twice the modulation frequency; this provides a good approximation of the second derivative of the natural line profile). The VMS-Comparison tool can be employed to compare spectra. This tool offers advanced manipulation utilities, which are useful for a fruitful spectral comparison, such as shifting and rescaling. Notably, if several species (e.g., conformers, tautomers, diasteroisomers, \...) can coexist under the experimental conditions, several computed spectra can be combined in a weighted mixture, according to the relative population of the different species.

Finally, VMS-ROT also offers an integrated environment for the assignment of an experimental spectrum based on the synthetic spectrum previously predicted. The appearance of the VMS-ROT Assignment tool is reproduced in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}: The working area is subdivided into two horizontal panels, and the calculated spectrum is displayed in the top one, whereas the experimental trace can be loaded in the lower panel. Clearly, VMS spectral manipulation tools are available also for editing the experimental spectrum, a feature that may be useful, for example, for calibration purposes. Furthermore, a peak-picking function is also available at the occurrence in order to locate local maxima above a given threshold set by the user. When both spectra are loaded into the corresponding panels, the assignment feature can be accessed by clicking on the proper item of the toolbar, which leads to the opening of the register of the assigned transitions. For each assigned transition, this table contains the list of the upper and lower level quantum numbers, the measured and calculated frequency together their difference, the estimated experimental uncertainty, and the weight of a transition within a blend of overlapped lines. The assignment of a given experimental line, based on the comparison with the theoretical spectrum, can be performed in a manual or an automatic mode. The former option allows the user to insert manually all the details of the transitions to be assigned. Conversely, in the automatic mode, the assignment can be easily performed by first selecting a peak in the theoretical spectrum and then by clicking on the experimental line that the user wishes to assign, as exemplified in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. It is worth noticing that when a peak is selected, all the relevant information is detailed in the status bar. This includes the frequency and the intensity of the transitions and, for the calculated spectrum, the set of quantum numbers of the transition.

![Assignment tool of VMS-ROT. (A) Selection of a transition in the calculated spectrum adds a new line in the assignment table, with quantum numbers and calculated frequency of the selected peak. (B) The assignment is completed by selecting a transition of the experimental spectrum, which is added to the assignment table and the relevant information is also updated. Graphical annotations in both spectra (calculated and experimental) highlight the peaks involved during the assignment or selected in the assignment table.](ct-2017-00533c_0003){#fig3}

Once a set of transitions has been assigned, it is possible to perform the spectral fitting by clicking on the \<Fitting transition\> button available in the toolbar of the assignment window. As anticipated, in VMS-ROT the fitting process is performed by an embedded version of the SPFIT program, which requires two input files, namely, a parameter file defining the spectroscopic parameters to be refined (the .PAR file) and a line-list file collecting the assigned transitions (the .LIN file). These input files are automatically generated by VMS-ROT starting from the last set of parameters employed to perform the simulation of the spectrum and from the list of assigned transitions, respectively. Before performing the fit, a dedicated textbox is available, where the user can modify the rotational parameters file, for example, by setting the variability of the spectroscopic constants during the fitting (although sensible values are used by default). A peculiar feature of VMS-ROT is that when the fitting process is completed SPCAT is run as a background process with the newly determined parameters, the corresponding calculated spectrum is updated, and so are the data stored in the record of assigned transitions. By clicking on the \<Simulation\> button, the updated spectrum is visualized in the top horizontal panel. As already described, a number of tools are available to check the outcomes of the fit. At this point, the spectral assignment can proceed further and the process iterated until the assignment of the experimental spectrum is considered satisfactory.

3. Results and Discussion {#sec3}
=========================

Validation of VMS-ROT and illustration of its efficiency and versatility have been performed by means of a number of case studies: pyridine, methyl-β-D-xyloside, fenchone, and acetonitrile have been selected for isolated molecules, while pyridine···ammonia (PYR···NH~3~) and difluoromethane···*tert*-butyl-alcohol (DFM···TBA) have been considered for clusters. In the following, the initial assignment of the MW spectra, one of the most challenging steps of the rotational spectra analysis, has been performed by comparing the experimental spectrum with that simulated by using spectroscopic and molecular parameters from quantum-chemical calculations. In most cases, the computations required to generate the first guesses of rotational constants, hyperfine parameters, and dipole moment components have been performed by the Gaussian software.^[@ref42]^

The rotational spectra of the considered molecules have been taken from different sources, thus showing the flexibility of VMS-ROT in different scenarios. For example, in the case of pyridine, the pure rotational spectrum in the range 0--20.4 GHz has been synthesized starting from the spectroscopic parameters determined by Heineking et al.^[@ref67]^ In particular, the SPCAT input files (namely, the .VAR and .INT files) have been generated manually by using the dedicated tool of VMS-ROT. Then, SPCAT has been run by a simple mouse-click on a toolbar button. The output file (.CAT) obtained at this stage has been loaded in the Experimental panel of the VMS-ROT Assignment tool and convoluted with a Gaussian line-shape function having a half-width at half-maximum (HWHM) of 50 kHz. In this way, it has been possible to obtain a synthetic spectrum that closely matches its experimental counterpart. This example shows two nice features of VMS-ROT: (i) The program is able to read and automatically load SPCAT output files (even by a simple drag and drop of the file), thus maintaining full file format compatibility and providing access to existing analyses. (ii) It is possible to generate experimental-like spectra starting from accurately determined spectroscopic constants. In the subsequent step, a reanalysis of the pyridine spectrum so generated has been performed. For this purpose, the initial guesses of the ground-state rotational constants have been obtained from the so-called "cheap" composite scheme for equilibrium geometry.^[@ref2],[@ref68]^ By means of this approach, it is possible to obtain accurate equilibrium geometries, with an accuracy of ±0.001 Å and ±0.2° for bond lengths and angles, respectively, which is mirrored in the corresponding equilibrium rotational constants. By using the dedicated functionality of VMS-ROT, equilibrium rotational constants have been extracted from the highly accurate geometry and then automatically corrected for vibrational effects computed by using the B2PLYP double hybrid functional^[@ref69]^ in conjunction with the m-aug-cc-pVTZ-*d*H basis set^[@ref70]^ (-*d*H indicates that polarization functions have been removed for the hydrogen atom) and augmented by Grimme's DFT-D3 dispersion corrections.^[@ref71],[@ref72]^ The computational results, taken from ref ([@ref38]), are reported in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} together with their experimental counterparts.

###### Rotational Constants and ^14^N Nuclear Quadrupole Coupling Constants of Pyridine

              Theory[a](#t1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Experiment[b](#t1fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ----------- ---------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------
  *A*/MHz     6032.5                                   6039.2516(6)
  *B*/MHz     5809.6                                   5804.9116(6)
  *C*/MHz     2958.8                                   2959.2117(6)
  χ~aa~/MHz   --4.99                                   --4.908(3)
  χ~bb~/MHz   1.47                                     1.434(3)
  χ~cc~/MHz   3.52                                     3.474(3)

Theoretical values computed by using the "cheap" computational scheme augmented by vibrational corrections at the B2PLYP-D3/m-aug-cc-pVTZ-*d*H level, see ref ([@ref39]).

From ref ([@ref67]). Values in parentheses correspond to one standard deviation.

The theoretical spectrum has been generated by using the computed spectroscopic parameters of [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. A detail, i.e., the hyperfine structure of the *J* = 1~0,1~ -- 0~0,0~ rotational transition, is presented in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, where the quantum number *F* comes from the *J* + *I* coupling scheme, with *I* being the ^14^N nuclear spin (*I* = 1). The comparison of experimental and theoretical spectra shows a good agreement, which has made it possible to easily start the assignment of the experimental features. This agreement also demonstrates the accuracy of the computational approach adopted and how it can be straightforwardly exploited by using VMS-ROT, hence speeding up the rotational analysis process. For pyridine, 30 transitions have been assigned and then used by the SPFIT program integrated in VMS-ROT for the fitting procedure, finally leading to the same parameters as those reported by Heineking et al.^[@ref67]^

![Comparison of the experimental and simulated (see text) spectra of pyridine in the 8.760--8.772 GHz range: hyperfine structure of the *J* = 1~0,1~ -- 0~0,0~ transition. The theoretical spectrum (top panel) has been synthesized by correcting the equilibrium rotational and nitrogen-quadrupole coupling constants evaluated using the "cheap" composite scheme with vibrational corrections at the B2PYLP-D3/m-aug-cc-pVTZ-*d*H level. The experimental spectrum is shown in the bottom panel.](ct-2017-00533c_0004){#fig4}

As a second test, we have selected the bicyclic terpenoid fenchone molecule (C~10~H~16~O), which has been investigated by Loru et al. by using chirped-pulse Fourier transform microwave (CP-FTMW) spectroscopy in the 2--8 GHz frequency region.^[@ref73]^ The initial values for rotational constants and dipole moment components have been obtained for the equilibrium configuration of the molecule at the MP2 level of theory^[@ref27]^ in conjunction with the Pople's style triple-ζ 6-311++G(*d*,*p*) basis set.^[@ref74]^ On the basis of the spectrum simulated by using the spectroscopic parameters at the aforementioned level, this assignment has started with the identification of some low *J b*-type transitions. These have been fitted using Watson's *A* reduction Hamiltonian in the *I*^*r*^ representation^[@ref75]^ to yield an improved set of rotational constants, which has been used to compute a new simulated spectrum in closer agreement with the experimental one. Hence, further assignments have been performed and the fitting procedure carried out, and this time also refining the quartic centrifugal distortion constants, whose estimates have been obtained at the MP2/6-311++G(*d*,*p*) level as well. The assignment-fitting-prediction steps have been iterated up to the assignment of all the reported 150 measured transitions. It is important here to recall that, once having performed the fitting, VMS-ROT automatically calls, as a background process, SPCAT for the prediction of the new simulated spectrum that is then displayed in the corresponding panel of the GUI, and the list of assigned transitions (in particular, the computed transition frequencies and the observed-calculated differences) is uploaded as well. Hence, the user can stay concentrated on the analysis of the spectrum rather than on a manual in-and-out among different programs. An example of the VMS-ROT GUI showing the comparison between the synthetic and experimental rotational spectrum of fenchone in the 4.24--4.28 GHz frequency range is given in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The experimental transition frequencies have been retrieved from the CP-FTMW spectrum by using the peak-picking tool, integrated in VMS-ROT. It should be noted that, while rotational and centrifugal distortion constants have been refined, intensities have been predicted by using the computed dipole moment components. This test also illustrates how VMS-ROT is able to extract the relevant spectroscopic parameters, obtained from a geometry optimization, from a Gaussian output file, hence exploiting quantum chemical-calculations at very different levels of refinement.

![GUI interface of VMS-ROT showing the comparison between the synthetic (top panel) and CP-FTMW (bottom panel) rotational spectra of fenchone after the refinement of the spectroscopic parameters. Solid gray vertical lines denote the assigned transitions. Intensities are simulated by using the computed dipole moment components.](ct-2017-00533c_0005){#fig5}

The rotational spectrum of methyl-β-D-xyloside has been considered as a further test case in order to show the flexibility and ease of use of VMS-ROT. This molecule was first investigated by Alonso and co-workers by combining CP-FTMW spectroscopy with picosecond-laser ablation.^[@ref76]^ The analysis of the broadband rotational spectrum in the 6--12 GHz range led to the identification of the exoanomeric effect and hydrogen bonding as the main factors controlling the conformational behavior of the archetypal methyl-β-D-xyloside molecule. In this case, the relatively large size of the molecule allowed the assignment only of very low-*J* rotational transitions, hence limiting the determination of the spectroscopic parameters to the ground-state rotational constants. For this molecule, the geometry optimization of the most stable conformer has been here carried out at the MP2/6-311++G(*d*,*p*) level to obtain the corresponding equilibrium rotational constants. Because of error cancellation effects, the predicted rotational constants turned out to be in good agreement with the ground-state rotational constants. From the preliminary simulation, it has been possible to assign all the 64 reported experimental transitions. Their use in the fitting led to a refinement of the computed parameters and to a simulated spectrum that closely matches the measured one, as illustrated in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}a. This figure shows the comparison between the experimental and simulated spectra over the whole 6--12 GHz spectral region. We note that, even if not displayed, the transitions of the experimental and theoretical spectra can be labeled. These labels identify the line in the record of assigned transitions from which the assignment can be removed or edited manually. A magnified view of the methyl-β-D-xyloside spectrum in the 8.80--8.86 GHz range is presented in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}b, where the synthetic trace has been convoluted with a Gaussian function with a HWHM of 100 kHz. As shown, the agreement is excellent for both line positions and intensities. Clearly, the ground-state rotational constants obtained from the fitting process are the same as those determined in ref ([@ref76]).

![(a) Synthetic (top panel) and CP-FTMW experimental (bottom panel) spectrum of methyl-β-D-xyloside between 6 and 12 GHz analyzed employing VMS-ROT. (b) A magnified view of the 8.80--8.86 GHz spectral region. The computed spectrum (upper panel) has been convoluted with a Gaussian function having a HWHM of 100 kHz.](ct-2017-00533c_0006){#fig6}

The above test cases show that VMS-ROT is able to assist all the steps in the analysis of the rotational spectra of asymmetric rotor molecules. Yet, the program is not limited to this class of rotors, also providing support for symmetric and linear molecules. To illustrate this feature, the rotational spectrum of acetonitrile (CH~3~CN) is taken as an example. In this case, the pure rotational spectrum in the range 160--190 GHz has been synthesized starting from the data collected in the CDMS.^[@ref77]−[@ref79]^ The .CAT file, downloaded from the CDMS Web site, has been directly loaded into the experimental panel of the VMS-ROT Assignment tool. The resulting stick-spectrum has then been convoluted with a Voigt line-shape function having a HWHM of 500 kHz, thus obtaining, as in the case of pyridine, a synthetic spectrum that (almost) exactly matches its experimental counterpart. This shows another powerful feature of VMS-ROT, namely, that it is possible to load spectra by interfacing it with different databases dedicated to spectroscopy, such as CDMS,^[@ref54]^ HITRAN,^[@ref80]^ GEISA,^[@ref81]^ and JPL.^[@ref55]^ To analyze the CH~3~CN spectrum, vibrational corrections to rotational constants as well as quartic and sextic centrifugal distortion constants have been computed at the B2PLYP/m-aug-cc-pVTZ-*d*H level. These have been used in conjunction with equilibrium rotational constants derived from ref ([@ref82]) to obtain the synthetic spectrum reported in [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. The theoretical spectrum results to be shifted by a few GHz (less than 2% in relative terms) from the experimental trace, but the overall trend is very well reproduced, thus allowing an unambiguous assignment. In fact, by performing a fit solely based on four assigned transitions (two for each of the two sub-bands), the refined spectroscopic constants (*B*, *D*~*J*~, *D*~*JK*~) have led to a simulated spectrum in close agreement with the experimental one, as shown in [Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}. Starting from this first guess, it has been possible to assign 19 lines with rotational quantum numbers in the 9 ≤ *J* ≤ 10 and 0 ≤ *K* ≤ 9 ranges. At this point, a comment on the analysis of symmetric and linear rotor spectra is deserved. In fact, during the implementation of VMS-ROT, we realized that the commercial versions of the Gaussian software do not correctly generate the .PAR (or, equivalently, .VAR) file required to run Pickett's software. In particular, the keyword "output = Pickett" produces a wrong third line of the input file, and spectroscopic parameters are always written with reference to asymmetric rotors by using Watson's Hamiltonian in the *A* reduction. While these issues will be solved in the forthcoming distributions of the Gaussian software, they do not represent a real problem for VMS-ROT. In fact, VMS-ROT automatically recognizes the kind of rotor it is dealing with, and in the case of symmetric or linear molecules, it adjusts the parameter encoding, while a message prompts the user to manually modify the wrong entry in the third line read from the Gaussian output file in order to recover the right intensity alternation.

![Pure rotational spectrum of CH~3~CN in the 160--190 GHz frequency range: the *J* = 9--8 and *J* = 10--9 rotational transitions. The theoretical spectrum (in red, top panel) has been synthesized by using the equilibrium rotational constants from ref ([@ref82]) corrected for vibrational contributions at the B2PLYP/m-aug-cc-pVTZ-*d*H level. A magnified view of the 165--168.50 interval shows the close correspondence between the quantum chemical predictions and the experimental features (in blue, bottom panel).](ct-2017-00533c_0007){#fig7}

![Pure rotational spectrum of CH~3~CN in the 165.3--165.6 GHz frequency range: the *K*-structure of the *J* = 9--8 transition. The simulated spectrum (in red, top panel) has been obtained from the fit of only four rotational transitions (*J* = 9 ← 8; *K* = 0, 1) assigned with the support of the simulated spectrum of [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. The blue-colored experimental spectrum is shown in the bottom panel.](ct-2017-00533c_0008){#fig8}

As anticipated, VMS-ROT has been validated also for the analysis of rotational spectra of molecular complexes, focusing on the PYR···NH~3~ and DFM···TBA dimers, which have been recently investigated by Spada et al.^[@ref39],[@ref64]^ by means of an integrated experimental--theoretical approach joining Fourier Transform Microwave spectroscopy (FTMW) to state-of-the-art quantum-chemical calculations. Concerning the DFM···TBA complex, the initial assignment has been carried out on the basis of the spectrum simulated by using the spectroscopic parameters computed at the B2PLYP-D3/m-aug-cc-pVTZ-*d*H level. In the case of PYR···NH~3~, initial guesses for the rotational constants have been derived correcting the equilibrium rotational constants corresponding to the geometry evaluated by means of the "cheap" geometry scheme with vibrational corrections at the B2PLYP-D3/m-aug-cc-pVTZ-*d*H level. The latter level of theory has been employed for computing quartic centrifugal distortion constants, whereas the "cheap" scheme has been used for nuclear quadrupole coupling constants as well. In order to overcome the problems originated by the splitting of the rotational transitions due to Doppler effect (arising from the coaxial arrangement of the molecular beam expansion and the resonator axis), each peak of the spectrum loaded in the experimental spectrum panel of VMS-ROT actually corresponds to the average of the two components in which each line is split. In this respect, a tool allowing the real time derivation of the Doppler unshifted peak position is being developed in order to handle this kind of spectra without any additional external user manipulation. The assignment of the spectra of DFM···TBA and PYR···NH~3~ has followed the procedure described in refs ([@ref39]) and ([@ref64]), respectively, clearly obtaining the same spectroscopic parameters. The spectrum of the DFM···TBA complex in the 6.5--18.5 GHz region, obtained after parameter refinement, is presented in [Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, whereas that of PYR···NH~3~, showing the nine nitrogen-quadrupole coupling components within the two internal rotation *E* and *A* levels, between 14.7350 and 14.7375 GHz, is shown in [Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}. In both cases, the simulated spectrum reproduces well the experimental one in terms of both line positions and intensities. The latter ones have been predicted by using vibrationally averaged dipole moments computed at the B2PLYP-D3/m-aug-cc-pVTZ-*d*H level of theory. As shown, VMS-ROT is well suited also for analyzing the rotational spectra of molecular adducts, in addition to those of isolated molecules.

![VMS-ROT Assignment tool during the analysis of the DFM···TBA complex in the 7.0--18.5 GHz region. Upper panel: simulated spectrum. Lower panel: experimental FTMW spectrum.](ct-2017-00533c_0009){#fig9}

![VMS-ROT Assignment tool during the analysis of the PYR···NH~3~ complex in the 14.7350--14.7375 GHz region: hyperfine structure of the *J* = 6~0,6~ -- 5~0,5~ rotational transition in the *E* and *A* sublevels (for details, see ref ([@ref64])). Upper panel: simulated spectrum. Lower panel: experimental FTMW spectrum.](ct-2017-00533c_0010){#fig10}

4. Conclusions and Outlook {#sec4}
==========================

VMS-Draw is a recently developed software for computational spectroscopy, which allows computing a wide variety of spectroscopic properties and visualizing the corresponding spectra. This powerful graphical interface is purposely tailored for automatically extracting the information from the output of a quantum-chemical calculation, with the Gaussian software taken as the standard source, building the simulated spectrum, and visualizing all relevant information in an intuitive format. In addition, it presents a number of advanced tools for spectra manipulation and comparison, thus assisting and speeding up their interpretation. Therefore, VMS-Draw has been designed for both experienced users (permitting a straight and deeper interpretation of the computed quantities in the form of 2D and 3D plots or spectra) and nonspecialists (permitting an intuitive visualization and comparison with the experimental traces). Up to now, the program has been devised to treat several types of vibrational and electronic spectra, as well as EPR and, more recently, NMR spectra.

With the aim of extending further the spectral range covered by the virtual multifrequency spectrometer, in this work, we have presented the newborn module, VMS-ROT, specifically designed for rotational spectroscopy. In addition to the possibility of simulating the high-resolution rotational spectra of molecules and molecular complexes, it provides powerful tools for carrying out the assignment of an experimental spectrum and the refinement of the spectroscopic parameters, such as rotational constants, centrifugal distortion parameters, and hyperfine coupling terms. For the fitting and prediction steps, VMS-ROT is interfaced with Pickett's SPFIT and SPCAT programs that, over the years, have become the *de facto* standard for rotational- and ro-vibrational spectroscopy. VMS-ROT offers a dedicated interface to these two programs, thus avoiding the cumbersome encoding of spectroscopic parameters. Furthermore, SPFIT and SPCAT can be directly run from the VMS-ROT GUI as background processes, and their output is automatically visualized, in terms of both the obtained spectroscopic parameters and the corresponding synthetic spectrum. The program also offers a complete set of tools for the spectral assignment on the basis of the comparison between computed and experimental spectra. By pursuing the general VMS-Draw philosophy and following the recent trend in the field of rotational spectroscopy, VMS-ROT has been designed to work at the interface between computational and laboratory spectroscopic techniques. Quantum-chemical calculations can be exploited at various levels of theory to obtain first estimates of the relevant spectroscopic parameters. In fact, the program can handle different working scenarios for quantum-chemical calculations, from simple geometry optimizations to refined composite schemes, also accounting for anharmonic effects. Then, it automatically extracts the spectroscopic parameters and performs the spectral simulation.

VMS-ROT has been validated against different test cases, including both isolated molecules, like pyridine, fenchone, methyl-β-D-xyloside, and acetonitrile, as well as molecular complexes, in particular, DFM···TBA and PYR···NH~3~. These tests have demonstrated the flexibility and robustness of the software; in fact, it has been employed for studying spectra recorded with different MW spectroscopic techniques, ranging from millimeter-wave spectra to FTMW spectra. The different levels of accuracy of the initial quantum-chemical computations have been checked and validated as well. In addition to being robust and of general use, it should be pointed out that VMS-ROT (and, in general, VMS-Draw) is also portable on different platforms and operating systems. Additional tests have been also carried out to check the compatibility with the recently released Gaussian 16 version.

VMS-ROT is able to deal with linear, symmetric, and asymmetric rotor spectra, supporting, for the latter, both the *A* and *S* reductions of Watson's Hamiltonian. Work is in progress to extend it to the proper assignment of complex hyperfine structures arising from the presence of nuclei with nonzero nuclear spin, for which the correct automatic generation of SPFIT and SPCAT input files is not straightforward. Furthermore, the implementation of the automatic assignment and fitting approach, proposed by Seifert et al.^[@ref15]^ and recently included in the PGOPHER program,^[@ref18]^ appears straightforward thanks to the object-oriented and modular implementation of VMS-Draw, and it will be shortly implemented. Actually, different strategies for an automatic spectra-assignment prescreening are under investigation. However, although they rely on simple working principles, their black-box implementation, in terms of robustness and general applicability, is not so easy and should be carefully checked.

A final remark concerns the possibility of interfacing VMS-ROT with spectroscopic databases, such as CDMS or the JPL database, since it can load line listings stored in the .CAT format, while it is a matter of a few lines of code to have the program able to read the transition catalogs according to the HITRAN or GEISA formats. In this context, an appealing further development of VMS-ROT that can be foreseen is its use for the analysis of astronomical observational data. In this case, the relevant observational data, resolved in time and space, can be directly faced with the spectra synthesized from the spectral transitions listed in the above-mentioned databases. The features available for spectral manipulation and for the comparison of more plots at once, not to speak of the possibility of weighting the spectra of different species to generate that of their mixture, makes VMS-ROT a potential powerful tool for astrophysical applications.

In conclusion, VMS-ROT represents a new useful tool for rotational spectroscopy, which aims at pushing up and automating the interplay between laboratory measurements and computer simulations, one of the most profitable approaches for disclosing the rich information hidden in rotational lines.

A beta version of VMS-ROT can be obtained upon request from the authors, while a suitable license policy is currently under examination. The program is written in JAVA, and therefore, it is portable to different platform/operating systems. The minimum system requirement for the current version of VMS-Draw is JAVA 7. After decompressing the VMS archive, the program can be run by executing the VMS.jar file either by mouse-clicking or from the command line typing "java -jar VMS.jar".
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